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Biography of John T. McCutcheon

John Tinney McCutcheon was born on May 6, 1870 near South Raub in Tippecanoe County, Indiana. His parents were Civil War veteran Captain John Barr McCutcheon (Sheriff of Tippecanoe County) and Clara (Glick) McCutcheon. Young John McCutcheon spent his early childhood in the rural areas surrounding Lafayette, Indiana. He had two brothers, George Barr McCutcheon and Ben F. McCutcheon, and one sister, Jessie McCutcheon (Nelson). His brother George Barr would later earn fame as a novelist.

McCutcheon entered Purdue University and was a founding member of the University’s first fraternity, Sigma Chi. He was also a co-editor of the University’s first yearbook, the Debris. After graduating from Purdue with a B.S. degree in 1889, McCutcheon moved to Chicago and was hired to work for the Chicago Morning News (later known as the Chicago Record) as an artist. He began doing front page cartoons for the newspaper in 1895. In 1903, McCutcheon joined the staff of the Chicago Tribune and served in capacities as both an editorial cartoonist and occasional foreign correspondent until his retirement in 1946. As a cartoonist, much of his work appeared on the front pages of the Chicago Tribune, and the subject matter of his cartoons included issues on local, national, and international politics, war, journalism, societal changes, and economic hardships. McCutcheon traveled a great deal during his career, and covered many political events such as presidential campaigns, the Spanish-American War, and World War I. In 1932, McCutcheon was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for Editorial Cartooning for his work titled “A Wise Economist Asks a Question.” McCutcheon also created illustrations for his friend George Ade, a fellow Hoosier and Purdue graduate; the illustrations appeared in magazines such as Cosmopolitan, as well as books written by Ade. Due to the wide exposure and success of his professional work, McCutcheon is often referred to as the “Dean of American Cartoonists.”

McCutcheon married Evelyn Shaw on January 20, 1917, and they had four children (John Jr., Shaw, Barr, and Evelyn, who died as a small child). The couple owned a small island in the Bahamas, Salt Cay, which the family referred to as “Treasure Island.” Following his death in 1949, McCutcheon’s widow Evelyn distributed his vast collection of original drawings to various institutions in the Midwest, including Purdue University. Evelyn McCutcheon also contributed to the posthumous publication of John McCutcheon’s autobiography, Drawn from Memory.
The John T. McCutcheon Cartoons and Drawings (1903-1945; forty-two oversized boxes) consist of drawings and sketches created by John T. McCutcheon throughout his career at the Chicago Tribune, as well as some print versions of his cartoons. The collection consists of: cartoons and drawings with dates and titles; cartoons and drawings with dates and no titles; cartoons and drawings with titles and no dates; and cartoons and drawings with neither dates nor titles. The illustrations done for the George Ade fables that appeared in Cosmopolitan are arranged in chronological order, as well as the order of the unique number that had previously been assigned to them. One cartoon drawn by an artist with the name of “Triggs” has been included at the end of the collection.

Preservation Note
Whenever possible, original order of the materials has been retained. All materials have been housed in polyester sleeves, acid-free folders, and acid-free boxes.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE COLLECTION

Box 1
1903-1911 Cartoons
1903
Poets and Authors Grand Convention and Conclave at Winona
1904
Mysterious Stranger
1905
Boy in Springtime
Ma Says Mebbe If We're Good We Can Eat at the First Table Tomorrow
1907
If Stocks Continue Falling
1909
Mr. Harriman's Plans for Reorganizing the Railways for the Country [2]
1910
Thank Goodness, She's Gone! [July]
1911
Commencement
His Friends
Woodrow Wilson - "I think it would be kind 'o Nice to Have a Princeton man in there next."

Box 2
1912 Cosmopolitan Fables 7008-7094
August
7008 [man in bed, angel with sword standing beside him]
7009 [man with document offering sword to general-figure in front of soldiers]
7010 [man trying to hit golf ball, rabbit running across grass]
September
7092 [woman with hat looking at painting with others in art gallery]
7094 [four men with glasses talking with woman in evening dress]

Box 3
1912 Cosmopolitan Fables 7198-7275; 1912 Cartoons
October
7198 [man with beard holding hand of woman, cupid in background]
7199 [man and woman sitting in chairs against wall at dance?]
7200 [man with big feet knocking over chair, table]
November
7270 [woman weeping, man and dog looking sad, carriage outside]
7271 [man seeing two other men tip hats to each other, horses riding by]
7274 [waiter bringing bottle of wine and glass to man in car]
7275 [man drinking out of beer mugs at outside café table]
Cartoons
Injun Summer [print]
Box 4
1913 Cosmopolitan Fables 7447-7784

January
7447 [couple sitting in deck chairs on ship, man asleep]
7448 [couple hugging]
7449 [man with cigar sitting in chair, mound of coins next to him]
7450 [young man with hat, cane, cigarette walking down street, behind him
    someone on a bicycle, child playing with hoop]
7451 ["Father discovers Kenneth" young man w/ cigarette in throne-like chair]
7452 ["Father had him tell his stories" at dinner table, others bored/tired]

March
7614 ["They knew all about the unbridled deviltry" giant man/woman]
7615 ["Of course they were denounced by the local ministers" couple smoking,
    drinking, dancing, playing poker]
7616 ["He resolved to hit the Beaten Track" young man leaving, family sad]
7617 ["Main Street as he remembered it" dog, people sleeping in street]
7618 ["After about two years the virus had permeated his system" theater]

April
7670 [wild bachelor party]
7671 [woman being fitted for wedding dress]
7672 [engaged couple sitting on bench in park/garden, holding hands]
7673 [exhausted bride and groom being supported by others, doctor coming]
7674 [couple embracing in garden with fountain]
7675 [flower girls, bridesmaids walking down aisle]
7676 [older couple looking at wedding presents]

May
7726 [couple seated in a group of men, some soldiers (India?)]
7727 [couple seated in theater audience of lecture/slideshow]
7729 [couple sleeping in train car?]
7730 [people of village running, holding out hands/hats to frightened couple]

June
7781 [man standing up in car, holding hat, crying, waving flag]
7782 [giant man walking through town]
7784 [giant man giving emphatic speech on stage]

Box 5
1913 Cosmopolitan Fables 7911-8253; 1913 Cartoons

Fables

August
7911 [men cheering on horse race from behind fence]
7913 [giant man tangled up in ticker tape]
7914 [worried man in hospital bed reading "Stock Quotations"]

September
8005 [man walking with shotgun, dog; woman standing barefoot in yard]
8007 [woman with umbrella walking in yard in front of fancy house]
8011 [women getting off train at Reno, lots of men waiting for them]
8012 [man kicking dog in front of pyramids, sphinx]

October
8102 [man with golf bag, pipe, striding past people toward sunrise or sunset]
8103 [man with cane and top hat walking with caddies, other men with clubs]
8104 [man using umbrella as golf club in house, woman, dog watching]
8105 [man w/ pipe twirling cane, large flowers around him, two suns, birds]
8106 [man on golf course gesturing toward sky, caddy leaning on bag]
8107 [man showing off tiny trophy on mantelpiece]
8108 [man trying to hit golf ball, people watching, "19th Hole" on sign]

December
8250 [rich people reading "Wine Card," waiters standing around table]
8252 [couple sitting in rocking chairs in yard, town and fields behind]
8253 [man with umbrella walking past Grocery, men/boy/dog watching]

Cartoons
President's Christmas Present to Himself

Box 6
1914 Cosmopolitan Fables 8329-8331; 1914 Cartoons; 1915 Cosmopolitan Fables 9239-9242

1914 Fables
January
8329 [man dragging little boy with coin into bank]
8330 [man jostling crowd, knocking over baby in front of apothecary]
8331 [man writing furiously at desk, secretary passed out, boy/men running]

1914 Cartoons
Mr. Bryan, While Relieving Distress among His Friends, Overlooks a Diplomatic Duty
Poor Consumer
Which Twelve Will Get The Pudding?

1915 Fables
April
9239 [rich couple with two children, imaging children's futures?]
9240 [stout, erect woman walking down aisle in church, slouching daughter behind w/ book]
9241 [young couple dancing in lit garden at night with other couples, man hiding behind bush]
9242 [thin, slouching woman walking in town, people staring, dogs running away]
Box 7
1915 *Cosmopolitan* Fables 9296-9647; 1915 Cartoons

**May**
- 9296 [men sitting around table, smoking, on porch of Grand View Hotel, dog chasing fly]
- 9298 [man bundled up in lounge chair on roof of house, laundry on clothesline in the background]
- 9299 [man in closet?, covered up with blankets and laying on trunk and soap box]

**July**
- 9381 [secretary taking letter from man at desk, man and boy peeking around door]
- 9382 [man watching other men go into Urbania Club across street]
- 9383 [bored rich people sitting at tables, yawning]
- 9384 [two women with glasses, parrots, chasing man into house]
- 9385 [four rich older men with glasses sitting around table, smoking cigars]

**September**
- 9495 [young man w/ cane walking past movie poster for "Harold's Wooing"]
- 9496 [The Elegantine Moving Pictures]
- 9498 [spectators watching filming on movie set]

**November**
- 9641 [couples dancing, man sitting in chair and watching]
- 9642 [waiter seating surprised woman at counter?]
- 9643 [rich older man coming down steps, other men watching]
- 9647 [man with suitcase leaving train, getting into car]

**Cartoons**
- Attractive Bait
- In the Halls of His Ancestors
- You Can't Kill Him

Box 8
1916 *Cosmopolitan* Fables; 1916 Cartoons

**June**
- 176 [paying teller, receiving teller]
- 177 [man walking down sidewalk with basket, rich man driven by chauffeur]
- 178 [rich man in dress clothes sitting in chair, surrounded by other men in club?]
- 179 [several rich people seated around dinner table, waiters serving wine]

**July**
- 240 [man in chair reading bank book, woman watering flowers]
- 241 [two men, woman, dog watching robbers steal money from War Contract building]
- 243 [2 panels--doctor recommending trip to woman, woman and others on cruise ship in tropics]
- 245 [man teeing off on golf course, three other men and caddy watching]
- 246 [rich couple coming down stairs, other rich people sitting at tables or dancing]

**September**
- 318a [man with $100 bills in pockets, other man surprised]
318b [man showing flowers to other men in top hats]
319 [older rich people at party, dancing, holding champagne glasses]
320a [man scratching head, people slouching in chairs]
320b [2 panels--people dancing at wild party, servants taking tea/coffee pots upstairs]

October
421 [2 panels--dog sleeping in middle of street, car driving down middle of street]
422 [happy man waving flag, sad men holding flags]
423 [people, dogs, horse sleeping in town, man looking around]
425 [secretary taking letter "Deer Sir," three women surprised]
426 [police breaking up poker game]
427 [angry man on telephone, another man holding "Returns" list]

Cartoons
Lines to a Neutral
New Target to Shoot At
Tabloid Chronology of Hughes
Why This Year's Campaign Will be Extraordinarily Interesting
Wide Open Town

Box 9
1917 Cosmopolitan Fables 574a-1061

January
574a [three men seated at table, one pouring coffee onto tablecloth, woman walking away with coffee cup?]
574b [excited audience watching something, one man asleep]
574c [man at desk smoking cigar handing paper to young man/boy, secretary typing]
575a [couple talking, man with cigar watching]
575b [slight, slouching man with glasses speaking to five admiring women]
576a [young man with glasses and cigar in group of rowdy older men]
576b [young man with glasses, cigar, shaved head, carrying sports page, woman surprised]

February
684 [bride being walked down aisle by father with crown, police holding back mob]
685a [old men, students, dogs standing around "Miss Lottie Limmet" statue]
685b [smiling man standing in front of counter, smiling clerk standing with open book]
686a [rich couple seated, talking, man surprised to see them]
686b [prim woman seated in chair reading "Geo. Moore" book]
687a [proper older man in black suit, hat, seated and holding flower]
687b [man in locker room showing off suit he is wearing]

July
984 [men sitting around table in pub or lodge, man with hat and cane walking]
985 [older men drunk at table, two worried men watching from behind curtain]
986 [man in mask in cellar, mixing drink?]
987 [man in chair imagining four occasions to drink at]
988 [group of men (one with opera glasses) talking to couple w/ 2 children, dog]
1024 [woman in pioneer/pilgrim clothes arrested for having cooking sherry]

August
1056 [tough man on street making fist at man in suit with walking stick]
1057 [wealthy man lying on couch, smoking, reading society page]
1058 [woman sweating over laundry, man holding out hand]
1059 [two giant soldiers walking in U.S. military camp]
1060 [two giant soldiers marching down street of town]
1061 [soldiers, horses marching down city street in parade]

Box 10
1917 Cosmopolitan Fables 1109-1323; 1917 Cartoons

September
1109 (A796) [large group around dinner table, two children watching]
1111 [dogs, people chasing pig]
1159 [tired man in chair, footrest, striking match, cat and dog sleeping]

October
1195 [large unhappy woman sitting with young happy woman holding umbrella, small dog on leash]
1196 [man with medals, halo, wings, watching self in mirror while woman rides away on horse]
1197 [snooty rich woman waiting for car, holding dog on leash, other dog beside car]
1198 [seated man with hat throwing dollar to busboy?]

November
1270 [couple getting married in garden; couple getting married in large church]
1271 [happy couple in small house with dog, baby carriage; unhappy couple in large house--2 scenes]
1272 [ventriloquism act, orchestra pit, front row of audience; rich people watching stage from balcony--2 scenes]
1273 [man with pipe fishing on boat; man on balcony watching guests]
1274 [happy man on tropical island; unhappy man in busy office]

December
1318 [Angora Goat Association]
1319 [parade of PHV cars through streets of town]
1321 [several men sharing hotel room]
1322 [man showing children, women display case]
1323 [State Association of Real Estate Dealers]

Cartoons

Carriage Awaits

Box 11
1918 Cosmopolitan Fables 1385-1780

January
1385 [man holding halo, lily]
1386 [two men talking behind screen in room with padded walls]
1387 [two men at table, one holding "Wine Card," the other surprised]
1388 [man taking oath at notary public desk?]
1389 [man at table standing and pointing to man seated opposite, six others]
1390 [man with cigar taking money out of "Capitol Hotel" bag]

February
1449 [3 men seated outside of Eucalyptus European Hotel]
1450 [4 men with cigars, seated, talking together in public area]
1451 [George Washington giving Martha flower while playing crochet?]
1452 [rich couple arguing over table, worried man watching]
1453 [man seated at piano, surrounded by children]

March
1544 [U.S. Consulate on tropical island]
1545 [busy street, man holding paper "Congress Votes Billions"]
1546 [woman with long skirt, parasol; 2 women with short skirts, dog running]
1549 [stately dance with orchestra; wild dance with band--2 scenes]

April
1566 [men in top hats photographing giant turtle]
1567 [three men discussing "Liberty Loan" with older, grumpy man in bank?]
1569 [soldier walking down city street, people and dog staring]
1571 [soldiers in combat on battlefield]

May
1634 [man accosting other man outside of bank with "Liberty Loan"]
1636 [men in airplane flying over European-style city]
1637 [Egyptian scene, pyramids in background]
1638 [men in airplane flying over Arabic/Islamic city]

Unnumbered [African safari/little girl filming family of lions]

June
1685 [four haughty people walking into church, war billboards in background]
1686 [five men having animated discussion, one sad man with hands folded]
1687 [family seated at dinner table, frame flipped over, says "Hoover" on back]
1688 [soldiers parading through "Welcome Conquering Heroes" arch]
1689 [surprised older couple, woman, with three children, all pointing at man]
1690 [man standing in audience, points accusingly at man on stage]

July
1775 [crowd of men running into bank?]
1776 [crowd in room surprised over empty cupboard]
1777 [sad/angry people seated around dining table, waiters bringing out jugs]
1778 [people at dining table eating pancakes in a hurry, waiters serving]
1779 [man trying to hit golf ball out of sand, others watching/laughing]
1780 [man hoping off cart onto porch of clubhouse [?], other men annoyed]
1834 [2 panels--man asking for money for Red Cross fund, muddy soldier coming out of rain]
1835 [2 panels--queen/officials standing around portrait, 2 soldiers comforting woman]
1836 [2 panels--man in store trying to buy flour/sugar, soldiers in prison camp]
1837 [2 panels--angry man in railroad sleeping car, soldiers in open building during storm]
1838 [2 panels--rich couple arguing, army doctor arguing with nurse]
1839 [2 panels--angry man at dinner table, soldiers taking bread in battle]

September
1923 [man giving extravagant speech on outside stage]
1924 [man running into bar/lounge?]
1925 [airplane battle, skulls in clouds]
1926 [woman shrugging outside of "Wild Wold," man surprised]
1927 [two men whispering together during horse race]
1928 [dog running through dining room, upsetting man in chair]

October
1980 [man walking by GAR veterans and Suffragette march]
1981 [very tall man with glasses in top hat, boy and dog looking at him]
1982 [men gathered in office/library with "Rules" hung on walls]
1983 [happy soldier with glasses/pipe talking to another soldier]
1984 [soldiers walking to YMCA in rain]
1985 [large group of soldiers reading, singing, playing music]

November
2041 [2 panels--man preaching on soap box, rich/haughty people sitting in stands, man taking picture, woman taking notes]
2042 [2 panels--wealthy older man leaving car, same man inside office sweating at desk, secretary taking a letter beside him]
2043 [2 panels--man in tux taking hand of queen, Red Cross nurses working]
2044 [2 panels--sick rich woman in lounge chair, wounded soldiers being driven to hospital in ambulance]
2045 [2 panels--haughty man with cigarette being saluted, 2 sailors saluting officer]
2046 [2 panels--man walking with bowler hat/cane, same man in uniform in YMCA surrounded by happy soldiers]

December
2092 [man shooting off guns in saloon?]
2093 [2 wide-eyed children sitting with old man, "saints" and "sinners" bookcases behind him]
2094 [old man showing two children bar with cobwebs]
2096 [sweaty man with bottle standing at bar, bartender watching him]

Box 13
1919 Cosmopolitan Fables; 1919 Cartoons; 1920 Cosmopolitan Fables; 1920 Cartoons
1919 Fables
   January
2156 [nurse offering cigarettes to wounded soldiers on lawn]
2157 [man with pipe and checkered suit walking down sidewalk, other men pointing laughing; soldiers fighting in trenches]
2158 [2 panels--people in Wild West town celebrating decree, soldiers marching through city]
2159 [2 panels--haughty people in French-style café, soldiers marching through trenches]
2160 [2 panels--men working on railroad, soldiers fighting in trenches in snowy, mountainous terrain]
2161 [2 panels--careless people driving through city, friendly soldiers in city]

1919 Cartoons
Death Notices
Untitled 1 [portrait of man seated in chair, smoking cigar--Brand Whitlocke? Brussels]
Untitled 2 [Salle de L'Horloge, Paris? Opulent hall with long, connected tables set with placemats]
Untitled 3 [8 panels, 1st side artists, working men, 2nd side same men as military leaders--Lenin?]

1920 Fables
July
221 [Uncle Sam carrying promissory notes, England wheeling casualty lists]

August
330 [man with glasses, top hat, umbrella coming through doors of bar/saloon, holding up hand, men laughing at him]
331 ['"Barleycorn Hic Hic Jacet" laying on slab, relatives "Private Stock" and "Little Home Brew" watching]
332 [angel from heaven bring man in desert bottle of Bass Ale]
333 [man giving speech, behind him poster of Statue of Liberty holding beer]

September
397 [rich woman laying in bed/lounge chair with cigarette and dog in arms, 3 men waiting outside of room]
398 [older rich couple and dog with ribbon watching dance in ball room]
399 [rich couple speeding down street in car, sign on wall says "swell corsets for swell people"]
400 [man with glasses reading papers to sad woman, older couple watching from behind curtains to "Moorish Room"]

1920 Cartoons
Difference Between F.R and T.R.

Box 14
1921 Cartoons; 1922 Cosmopolitan Fables; 1922 Cartoons; 1923 Cosmopolitan Fables; 1923 Cartoons
1921 Cartoons
April from Clifford and John's Almanack
August from Clifford and John's Almanack
December from Clifford and John's Almanack
February from Clifford and John's Almanack
He Wanted Only One Thing And—
January from Clifford and John's Almanack
July from Clifford and John's Almanack
March from Clifford and John's Almanack
May from Clifford and John's Almanack [2]
November from Clifford and John's Almanack
October from Clifford and John's Almanack
September from Clifford and John's Almanack
Why Is It That—[4 panels--Titanic, ZR-2, flood in China, famine in Russia]

1922 Fables
December
633 [little boy crying, dog surprised]

1922 Cartoons
I Only Agreed To Hold This Thing a Year

1923 Fables
October
757 [boy walking up stairs with dog]
758 [couple talking together, dog watching]
759 [baby playing with dog, cat]
760 [man smoking cigarette, talking with two men and woman, another woman behind him]
761 [man with hat and paper, calling dog]

1923 Cartoons
Disagreement
Seat of Europe's Troubles
Uncle Sam: "Because I elected to follow Washington instead of Wilson I am called ignoble, cowardly and dishonorable."

Box 15

1924 Cartoons A-Pl
Don't Let Him Block The Chimney!
Electioneering Then and Now [2]
Farm - Plain and Deluxe
If John Purdue Could See Me Now
Pleasant Time Was Had By All [Urban] (2)

Box 16

1924 Cartoons Pu-Untitled; 1925 Cartoons
1924 Cartoons
Purdue Alumni Association's Zinc Etching [2]
Why the Farmers Voted for Magnus Johnson
Untitled 1 [School of Life--adversity, prosperity]
Untitled 2 [3 panels--United Charities; man walking in crowd with arms full of bundles; Japanese Jingo, Uncle Sam]
Untitled 3 [2 panels--G.O.P. running in after fist of Popular Disapproval; Democrats running after fist]

1925 Cartoons
Around The World
Beginning To See Him As He Is
Dear Me! And He Used To Be So Sunny And Pleasant And Genial!
Farm--Plain and Deluxe
He Seems To Have It In For the Navy
New Year Boys
Railroads Have a Good Case
Romance of City Real Estate
Sign That Stirred Our European War Debtors to Action
Sunday Game On the Public Links
Untitled 1 [3 panels--Senator Borah and the world court; October kicking dog, "Dear me!" (crossed out); Mellon tax reduction picture (crossed out)]
Untitled 2 [3 panels--modern Uncle Tom's Cabin; modern Romeo and Juliet; modern Julius Caesar]

Box 17

1926 Cartoons
Governor Ritchie Calls on Andrew Jackson
How Can We Expect Europe To Keep Out Of Our Affairs If We Mix In Theirs
Magnet
Mother's Day in England
Pendulum
Self-satisfied citizen
Uncle Sam's Seat in the World Court
Unequally protected
When the President Airs His Views
Untitled 1 [2 panels--man who doesn't feel like voting is later denied right to vote by Uncle Sam]
Untitled 2 [young girl going out, tells parents not to wait up for her]

Box 18

1927 Cartoons
Ambassador Morrow Prefers the Lindbergh Diplomacy to the Old Style
Aviation
Beneficial Effects of a Summer Vacation
Call of the East
Cartoons of the Day
French Reception Committee
It Would Save a Lot of Time, Trouble, and Expense
John Bull's Idea of a Jolly British Naval Reduction
Laborers Place in the Sun
Master of the World Ch. 4
Master of the World Ch. 6
Master of the World Ch. 7
Master of the World Ch. 8
Master of the World Ch. 9
Master of the World Ch. 10
Master of the World Ch. 11
Master of the World Ch. 28
Master of the World Ch. 29
Master of the World Ch. 30
Master of the World Ch. 31
Plane Announcer
President Favors an Adequate Defense Budget
President Presents a New Relief Proposal Just As Good
Rift in the Fog
Scrappy New Year
Seasoning For the 1928 Political Pot
Seeing Red
Some of the Obstacles
Something for the Political Interpreters to Think About
Two Bills, Now Pending In the Legislature, Would Give Chicago the Greatest and Most Accessible Aviation Landing Field Possessed By Any Large City in the World
When the Favorite Sons Are Placed In Nomination at the GOP
Will These Become the Two Big Political Parties of the Future in Illinois
Untitled 1 [3 panels--man refusing to run for Republican Party]
Untitled 2 [many cars, people, planes around government building]

Box 19
1928 Cartoons
All the Interest Is Now Centered On the Side Show
American Summer Tourists Visiting $10,000,000 League of Nations Dove Cote In Geneva
Anglo-American Relations
Cartoons of the Day
Changing World
Election Post Mortem
Family Album
Football Lesson
Hunter's Moon
Important Thing Now Is To Interest the Man on the Fence
Inquiring Reporter
It's Lucky That Lindy Is Long
Lull in the Campaign
Man Who May Name the Republican Nominee
Master of the World Ch. 12
Master of the World Ch. 13
Master of the World Ch. 14
Master of the World Ch. 15
Master of the World Ch. 16
Master of the World Ch. 17
Master of the World Ch. 18
Master of the World Ch. 20
Master of the World Ch. 21
Master of the World Ch. 23
Master of the World Ch. 24
Master of the World Ch. 25
Master of the World Ch. 26
Master of the World Ch. 27
Master of the World Ch. 32
Master of the World Ch. 33
Master of the World Ch. 34
Master of the World Ch. 35
Master of the World Ch. 36
Master of the World Ch. 37
Master of the World Ch. 39
Master of the World Ch. 40
Master of the World Ch. 41
Master of the World Ch. 42
Master of the World Ch. 46
Master of the World Ch. 47
Master of the World Ch. 48
Master of the World Ch. 50
Master of the World Ch. 51
Master of the World Ch. 52
Most Undesirable of All Campaign Issues
Our Designing Delegate to the Pan-American Conference
Political Sidelights
Poor Time to Start A Fight
Trying To Sure Lowden from His Retirement
Untitled 1 [wealthy people seated at long dinner table, waiters serving them]

Box 20
1929-1930 Cartoons

1929

A Lot of Adventuresome Youths Would Like To Stow Away
Amendment That Might Help the Relief Bill
Answer to Punch's Cartoon of Brother Jonathan
Cartoons of the Day
Farmer has been Shell-Shocked so often at that Game You Can't Blame Him for Being Suspicious
Financial Item
Inexorable Law of Compensation
Invitation
Man Looking for Work
One Hundred and Twenty Years Ago
Present Condition of the Corn Crop
When the Good Fellow Movement Reaches the City Hall
Where You Hear No Talk of Shylock

1930

Another Portrait Gone Wrong
Columbus Day
Farmer's Place in the Sun
If Lawyers Fought Fire the Way They Fight Crime [2]
Last Year He Couldn't See the Hole, This Year He Can't See the Doughnut
Law Is Bringing the Dear Ones Down
Living in the Past
New Jersey's Favorite Sunrise, As Seen From Washington
Telling About Their Operations
Theory of Relativity Applied to Business Conditions
We Like a Little Bit of Action with Our Talkies
We've Passed the Crest of the Waves and the Trough of the Sea
Wheat Man's Burden
When it is Politically Advantageous to Retard the Patient's Recovery
Will Congress be Turned Over to Democrats?
Wise Economist Asks a Question [also referred to as "Bank Failure"] (2)
World's Oldest Flyer Visits Home of World's Greatest Flyer
You'll have to watch your step this year!
Untitled 1 [four men in black with cigarettes, many men in white standing around table]
Untitled 2 [2 panels--comparing July 1929 with July 1930]

Box 21
1931-1934 Cartoons

1931

Another Jolt for Jules
Could You Blame Uncle Sam If--?
Grim March of Progress
Haunted Summer
If Real Estate Lays Down On the Job, the Government Will Have To Quit Business
Isn't He Blocking the Way?
It Looks as Though Regular Trans-Atlantic Air Travel Is an Accomplished Feat
Loudest Shot and the Longest Echo
No Uncle, No Ante in that European Debts Game
No Wonder the World Has a Headache
President will Find Inspiration at the Tomb of His Immortal Predecessor
Terrific Slump In World Court Stock
They Will Not Adopt Gandhi’s Ten Commandments
Wise Economist Asks a Question [2]

1932
As the Two Salesmen Canvas the Country

1933
Dog Days Are Here
Don't Lock Your Hearts Till the Chest is Filled [print]
Maybe the British Think a Few More Billions of Debt Won't Make Any
Difference, Now That We’re In the Habit
On the Firing Line

1934
Back Seat Driver
Can the Number of Jobs Ever Catch Up to the Number of Applicants?
Changing World
One Word that Seems to Get Action in America
Supposing We Owed Them the War Debts Instead of Them Owing Us!
Way Creeping Paralysis Starts

Box 22
1935-1937 Cartoons

1935
Another Declaration of Independence to be Thankful For
Even the Most Popular President Can't Work With the Buzz Saw Without Getting
Hurt
Inquiring Reporter and the Swertzer Case
Newsboy's Busy Days
Purdue Offers a Practical Plan for Arousing Home Building
Uncle Sam and the World Court
Why Painters Go Modernistic

1936
Alphabetical Parade on November 4th
Conventions Sketches from Telegraphic Description

1937
As We Give Thanks for the Year's Blessings
Distant Goal Which Only Santa Seems Able To Reach
Great Hindu Magician-He Grants Wishes [2]
Have You Joined the Club Yet?
If Nobody Wanted to be a Farmer
Is John Bull More Likely To Be a Peace-Maker Or a Pace-Maker?
Kind of Thanksgiving the World Would Like To Celebrate
Marvels of British Diplomacy
Which Hand Is Bound To Win?
Which One Has Had the Greatest Influence on Humanity?
Box 23
1938-1939 Cartoons

1938
European Powers Had Accepted the Great War in 1914
Geography Shows Him Where His Destiny Lies
Great Hindu Magician-He Grants Wishes [5]
Request Program to Suite 48 Different Tastes
They Will Not Be Alone Today
When Discretion is the Better Part of Hitler
Untitled 1 [4 panels--describing the effect of the airplane on world politics/security]

1939
Bend Day
Big No Storm In Washington
Every Warring Nation Must Get Used to the Supreme Dictatorship
Great Hindu Magician-He Grants Wishes [3]
How He Reads the Morning Paper
If They Get the Embargo on Arms Abolished
It Will Be Difficult To Preserve Our Independence By Fifty Percent Neutrality In European Wars
Our Chameleonic Foreign Policy
Society Item
Spirit of the 76th Congress
Sunny Side of the World. Do We Want to Keep it So?
Toast to the Ideal Ally
Washington's Deathless Heritage
Welcoming the King and Queen of England
Whatever Every Nation Should Do

Box 24
1940-1941 Cartoons

1940
At This Rate, Can He Stop Short of War?
British Propaganda Director Coaches his Staff
Changing World [2]
Drive on America Has Also Begun
Even Though We Wouldn't Need Them
If We Give Up What an Englishman Has Called Our "SPLENDID ISOLATION"
Independence Day Should be a Day of National Unity
Mothers' Day
Outlook from his East and West Windows
There Would be Much Less War if Statesmen Were as Frank While Getting Us into a War as They are When the War is Over
There's plenty of time to win this game
Which is the best way of securing National Unity
Why Not Cut the "UN" and make it the Written Law?
Will the Tail Succeed in Wagging the Dog?
Will This be the Pre-Election Scenery Next Fall?

1941

By the Dawn's Early Light [2]
Country has a Right to Know Which to Believe--His Words or His Actions
Evolution of the Spirit of '76
Guarding His Most Valued Possession
He Could Give a Better Imitation of a Man Trying to Keep Out of War
How War Hysteria Warps the Judgment
Is Our Historic Form of Government in Danger Again?
Mother's Day
Roads of Destiny
There's Something Unpleasant about a Bloodthirsty Bishop Praying for War
War Makers and the Peace Makers
Way the Other Democratic Administration Got Us In
We Can Learn From John Bull How to Keep Out of War if We Want to
When the War Party Gets Through Installing the Four Freedoms in the World,
Memorial Day Is Going to Involve a Lot of Foreign Travel for Mother
Which Comes Nearest To Being National Unity
Why Over 80 Per Cent of the American People Don't Want another European War
Would the Results of the Election Been Different?

Box 25
1942 Cartoons A-N

A Lot are Enlisting that Do Not Have To
Attempt to Empower the President to Suspend By Decree All Tariff and Immigration Laws
Base Ball, War, Politics, and Taxes
Battleship Versus the [Bombing] War Plane
Her Daily Ordeal
Humanity Can Hope that the Armistice to Come Will Not be Another Armistice of Bitter Disillusionment
Is It Good For Democracy to Have One Party in Power Too Long?
It Takes a Lot of Galloping Horse Power to Tow Big Babies Around
Kind of Union Now That the Americas Need
Lend Yourself Some Money

Box 26
1942 O-Untitled

Old Battle of the Realists against the Idealists Looms in the Offering
One of the Hardships of War [large color print]
One Who Reveres the Wisdom of Washington Optimist
Over-censoring the War News has Its Disadvantages
Tireless Will not Be Restful pt. 1
There Is One Thing to Be Said For the U-Boats--They Help Get Recruits for the United Nations
Welcoming the King and Queen of England
Wendell will have to Live a Long Time to Live that Down
What will be the President's Place in History
Why not the League of Nations Palace as a Home for Indigent and Homeless Kings? Why Not?
Untitled 1 [change the Constitution to prohibit a third term for president]

**Box 27**

**1943-1945 Cartoons**

1943
- Big Hand for the Attu Boys
- Christmas Dinner as Vincent Van Gogh might have Painted it [2]
- Every American must be prepared to make the greatest sacrifice…[2]
- Half the World Isn't Big Enough for Him
- He Believes In the Two-Party System
- If They are so Determined to Draft the Daddies Why Not Let the Daddies Take Their Children with Them?
- Judy Replaced "Deeda Day," the 22 Year Old Elephant That Died Last July in Lincoln Park…
- Lesson in Americanism
- Mr. Churchill Could Start the Peace Conference with a Constructive Proposal That Would Go a Long Way Toward Insuring a Durable Peace
- New Teacher
- Purdue Et Al' Is Making a Grand Record; Purdue Says: 'War Is Helpful'
- When Fore- Warned Was Not Fore- Armed

1944
- Democratic Convention 1940
- Generals of Today Travel by Jeep Load [small, cropped copy]
- Generals of Today Travel by Jeep Load
- New York Stock Exchange
- Political Circus Season Approaches
- Politics will not be Wholly Barred in the next Three Months
- Wall Street Farmers and Campaign Orders Marching Club
- What Has Become of 'the Man on Horseback'?

1945
- Short Cut to War-- the Overt Act

**Box 28**

**Undated Cartoons A-B**

[date]
- 92 Purdue Football Team

A
- Adventures of Congressman Pumphrey No. 1
Advocate of Adequate National Defense
Agonies of Readjustment After the Big Spree
All Aboard For the Bryanfest
All Pleasant Jobs Come Only After Years of Hard Work
Allies May Withdraw Greece's Invitation to the Feast
Alumni [...] - An Old-Fashioned Political Argument
American Invasion of Europe
Another "One Man" Convention. Another "Bill."
Are the Conferences to Be Secret?
Arising From the Wreckage
As It Always Must Be
As the Early American Pioneer Would Regard Our Difficulties
As the President Leaves for France
At It Again
Aviation Hats Will Be Worn at the Aeroplane Hunt

Bad Time for a Family Row
Bad Time to lose Her Weapon of Defense
Bad year for the Charley Murphys
Be a Good Fellow
Big Order for Santa
Black Hundred
Boom and the Boomerang
Brazil Defying the War Cloud
Breaking the News to "Peaceful Bill"
Britannia Must be More Careful How She Braves the Rules
Bryan and Hanna in Chicago
Bryan and Hearst "Poor Alton"
Bull Moose as Described in the Natural [...] Histories

Box 29
Undated Cartoons C-D

Campaign Pictures of Poems by Prominent Politicians
Can Alfonso Keep his Lid on?
Can He Muzzle Them?
Can't They See He's Busy?!
Can't We Have a Show-Down Just to See What They're Playing For
Carpathian Pendulum
Carranza is to Investigate the Killing of Benton
Cartoon Comment on the Day News
Cartoon of the Day
Castro Sails for Venezuela
Changing Their Names to "Sammy" by way of the Melting Pot
Charge of the Light Brigade and Retreat of the Dark
Chicago Straphanger
Cloud Over the Sun
Colors
Congress, Going Out, Meet Himself Coming Back
Considering the Great Number
Counter Proposals
Cox Undertakes the Put It Across
Croker to his Guest--"Have you noticed my decorations?"
Crowd is gathering! The bands are tuning up! And all is noisy on the Potomac!
Czar and Mikado go to war

Dear Me! What a Lot of Signs There Are Nowadays. [No use stopping here, Santa. Children all gone. Wife has custody.]

December Twenty Second
Democratic Congressmen
Democratic National Convention
Deserving Boys
Dissolving Columns
Divided He Stands
Does the End Justify the Meanness?
Doing It Justice and "Doing It Good"
Dry Spell

Box 30
Undated Cartoons E-F

E
Effects of the Cold
Eliminating the Klan from National Policies
Elizabethan Age of Purdue Football
End of a Long and Perilous Journey
End of his Vacation
Envy
Every Indianian Knows who his War Governor was
Every Reputable Business House Should
Everyday Hypocrisy
Evolution of a Profiteer

F
Face at the Window
February Has More Than His Share of Its Holidays
Filipino Insurrecto Doesn't Look As Well to the American Soldier As He Does to President Wilson
First Good Laugh He's Had for Some Time
First One East of the Mother of Waters
First Two Steps to Real Preparedness
Flagship "Wyoming" Vera Cruz
Fleet's farewell Salute to the Commander in Chief
Football Teams at a Bar [Fable]
For the Graves We Cannot Decorate
Fortunately, President Wilson Can
Fourth of July Oration Will Have a New Note This Year
French are More Sensitive

Box 31
Undated Cartoons G-H

G
Gen. Mac Arthur and Maj. Bradley Strong [from The Record]
General March, a Good Name for a Leader
German Staff Trying to Write a Report Showing that the British Victory is
Unimportant
Germans in Versailles
God of Things as They Should Be
Gone, But Not Forgotten
Good bye, Jack. Voyage and a safe return. May you never use gray paint or a
white flag.
Grandmother's Christmas
Great Honor Conferred upon Mr. Shoop
Great Thanksgiving Marathon

H
Hail, Gentle Spring!
Handsome Stranger
Handwriting on the Wall
Hard Row
He Directs the Concert on Shipboard. No. 4
He Doesn't Understand the Language
He Gave us Prosperity. The Headache will come later
He Will Be a Guest at Your Thanksgiving Dinner
Heir at Large - Part 2, Ch. 63
Help Him! He's Helping You!
Here are Eleven Christmas Cartoons
Hereafter We Should Pick Carefully the New Partners We Take Into the Forum[?]
High Cost of Campaigns
High Cost of Real Estate
His Portrait Should be in Every Polling Place
His Two Monuments
Hobos on our Future Airways
Hooray!!! Prosperity for Christmas!!!
How a Striker Must Feel When He Discovers He Has Been Betrayed By His
Leader
How Do You Pronounce T-A-N-G-O?
How Long Can He Preserve His Scholarly Calm?
How Many Fashionable Fifth Avenue Churches Would Welcome [the
Congregation of the Coffee Wagon Church]
How Soon Will This Take Place?
How to Enjoy Your Christmas
Huerta Increases His Army

Box 32
Undated Cartoons I
I Just Read Beveridgels Life of you Tom and I don't Think It Does You Justice
I Seem to Especially Popular This Year
If Chicago Ever Goes Dry
If Criticism Were Suppressed
If They Could Be Thankful, Surely We Can
If You Own Land, You're a Part Owner of the World!
In Our Own Back Yard
In The "Clock Room," As the Great Game Draws Near the End
In the Fog
Injun Summer
Inquiring Reporter
Inspiring Ceremony
 Intervention in Mexico
Invisible Audience
Invisible Guest
Is There a Really, Truly Santa Claus, Mamma?
Is [?] cat was right 'and cat to mine"- Soldier's Barracks Room- Peshewan [?]
It Is Hard to Understand How
It Wasn’t Being Done in Their Day
It's Time to Wake Up
It's Still Spring in Flanders

Box 33
Undated Cartoons J-L
J
Japan Will Not Be the Only Polite Nation Hereafter
John Purdue's Favorite Son
Just Before Christmas
Just Turning Up
Just What He Needed
K
Keeping the Family Together by Mechanical Means
Keynote
L
Lake Shore Drive Burglars Knocking Off for Lunch
Last week "The Streets of Paris"- this week "The Streets of London"
Last Year in Mexican Politics
Latest Air Raid
Leap Year-and the Wedding Only Three Weeks Off
Let's Commute His Sentence of Hanging by Signing the Right Petition
Letter to Santy
Looking for a Leader
Love Affair in Eight Chapters

Box 34
Undated Cartoons M-N

M
Making the Match
Man of the Hour
Many Happy Returns
Many Sided Mr. Hearst
March Fourth in the Senate: Our Great Deliberative Body Trying To Finish Work Before the Whistle Blows
May the New Conference Be More Successful Than the Old Ones
Maybe Ticket Speculation Is Hurting Them, Too
Message That Is About Due
Method, Work, and Organization
Mexican Jumping Bean
Ministers Will Be on Their Mettle Today--"Go to Church Sunday"
Missionary's Sons
Modern Martyr Going to Jail
More or Less About Mr. Wilson
More Work for the Cabinet Maker
Morning Count- Barracks- Peshewan [?]
Mountain Peaks of History
Mr. Bryan Almost Refused the Nomination BUT - not quite.
Mr. Bryan in "His Great Renunciation" Act
Mr. Bryan. "Don't believe it!"
Mr. Hill Again Predicts Hard Times. One of these Days He'll Strike it Right
Mr. McCurdy Going Out Officially to Inspect the Agent in Southern California.
[In the foreground may be seen the man who pays for the car]
Mr. Roosevelt Thinks Money is the Chief Issue - and Mr. Hanna Tries to Convince the Millionaires that Teddy is Right
Mrs. Pankhurst [holding "Liberty, Fraternity, Equality" flag]
Mystery of the Sixth Pair of Stockings

N
National Political Cup Race
Nervous
New Hotel May be Erected Here to Compete with Old Hotels
Nightmare that Disturbs their Slumbers
No International Peace Force Will Be Complete Without Him
No Watchful Waiting in Haiti
No Wonder the World Is Restless
Nobody Considers His Feelings
Noon Hour in the Trenches
Not Much Choice
Nothing Doing
Now is the Time to "Study" something in the South
Now See What You've Done to Me! You Promised Me the World and Look
What I Got!

Nut

Box 35
Undated Cartoons O-P

O

Obligation of the Monroe Doctrine
Of Course Divorced Couples Can Remarry
Off to Fight Mosquitoes!
On Guard!
On the Day of the Drawing
On the Road to Normalay
On the Way to the Game - "I hope there will be no brutality in the game this afternoon." At the Game
One of Mr. Roosevelt's Quiet Days
Only Kind of Christmas Present Worth Giving Or Receiving Is the--
Opportunities in a Democratic Army
Other Passengers Are Taking Them
Our Sunday Pictorial Sermonette
Outlook Is Not Very Encouraging For Him

P

Panama Will Be a Pan-Mundo Canal
Parking Lot [Fable]
Patient Public Will Pay It
Perhaps Uncle Sam Wants to Get Those Disputes Settled First
Peace Preferred [crossed out]
Picking Up the Pilot
Philosophy and Fact
Pictures of This Fight Will Probably Be Widely Shown in the Next Campaign
Pillars of Prosperity
Place in the Sun
Placing Part of the Responsibility
Poisoning the Well
Political Grand Opera
Politics
Poor Old Robinson Castro!
President Comes Back at Rev. Long in Another "Nature Faker" Article
President Improves His Game of Golf
President's Message [2]
President Wilson Reviews the Democratic P Society
Principle of Self Determination
Problem of Helping the Sick Bear
Prominent Three-Time Loser Views with Alarm a Prominent One-Time Winner
Purdue Campus Map [print]
Purdue in the Good Old Days [photocopy of Campus Beat, 1967]
Purpose of War Savings Drive Is Not to Save War But to Kill It
Putting Him On the Right Road
Puzzle--Which One Is Ahead of the Race?

Box 36
Undated Cartoons R-S

R

Reaffirming an Old Doctrine
Red Spots Are all Turning to Black and Blue Spots
Registration Day
Remedies in Sight!
Remember Him in your cheers
Reminiscences of Thanksgiving Day
Removing Two Causes of Irritation
Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep

S

Saved!
Scrap of Next Year's Paper
Secretary Bryan's Vacation
See-America-Last Club Will Have a Chance to See Some "Made In America"
Scenery This Winter
Sentiment Every Real American Will Endorse
Showing the Desirability of Uniform Divorce Laws in the Different States
Simple Sum in Addition
Slackers Who Fail Their Country When Needed
Slaves of Fashion and Slaves of Custom
Some "After-the-War" Consequences of an Inconclusive Peace
Some Employers are Doing It
Some Figures
Some Historical Paintings and Monuments of the Future
Some Remarkable New Medical Discoveries
Somebody Will Have to Back Up
Somebody's Got To Back Up!
Something He Cannot Comprehend
Sometimes Thanks Are Not Enough To Give On Thanksgiving Day
Somewhere in the Atlantic?
Souls with but a Single Thought [crossed out]
Sound of Hammering Could Be Distinctly Heard!
Sower [Man Over Europe]
Speaker Cannon--"Woodman, spare that tree!"  Mr. Roosevelt--"I don't want to cut it down.  I only want to trim it."

Speaking of Can-Can
Spirit of --
Spirit of '56
Spirit of Columbus Greets His Successor
Spring Styles in Tariff Trimming
Squanderlust
Stagg's Dream of an Ideal Thanksgiving Day
Standard Oil Company Now Knows, Itself, How It Feels
Suggestion for a Good Fellow Movement in New York
Supreme Test

Box 37
Undated Cartoons T
  Taking His Turn
  Tender Hearted Editor
  Test of Real Patriotism
  Thankful? Of Course We Are!
  Thanksgiving Dinner Table
  That's Queer!
  Their Vision
  There Should be a Happy Medium Between the -
  These Would Make Good Moving Picture Subjects
  They Both Share the Bouquets and the Brickbats
  They could honor Lincoln better by Behaving
  They May Both Be on the Oregon at the Opening of the Canal
  They Should be on the Firing Line if We Ever Have a War
  Things Have Changed Since Columbus Came
  This Morning's Paper
  Three "R's"
  Three Degrees of Prosperity
  Through Partisan Glasses
  Time Have Changed
  Time to Come Across
  Tom Taggart's Gum Shoe Campaign
  TR [Roosevelt]: "I am in favor of the direct election of Senators by the people"
  TR [Roosevelt] in Indiana
  Treasure Hunters
  Trusts-"Nobody wants to be friends with me these days."
  Trying to Block It
  Turixt the Bolsheviki and the Deep Sea
  Turn About's Fair Play
  Two Buffer States
  Two Incorrigibles
  Two Tributes
  Two Weeks More!

Box 38
Undated Cartoons U-V
  U
  Uncle Joe and His Machine Gun in Kansas
  Uncle Sam and Mr. Davis Have a Little Chat About the League of Nations
  [crossed out]
Uncle Sam and the South American Republics
Uncle Sam's Great Contribution to Peace
Uncle Sam's Private Graveyard When Peace Comes
Uncle Sam's Reform School
Uncle Samson and Delilah
Uneasy Lies the Head that Wears the Crown
United States and Aviation
United They Stand
Unofficial Review of Conditions in Baltimore
Upon the Answer Depends the Peace of the World

Vacant Chairs. Or Christmas in the Old Manse
Valentine
Values of an Old Inadequate
Victors and Vanquished

Box 39
Undated W-X

Waiting for Congress
Wanted!
Wanted! - A Uniform Divorce Law
Wanted!, Wanted! Planks for a Platform!
War Arm of the Yank!
War Rumor
War Sacrifices
War Time Opportunities for You and Uncle Sam
Waterway Legislation as Construed By Some of the State Senators
We Have a Chance to Show Europe What Good Peacemakers We Are
Weather Editor [Newsroom] (Fable)
We're not Fighting Spain or Mexico Now
What a General Railway Tie-up Might Do
Whatje Get for Christmas, Jimmy?
What the Arnold Subway Plan Will Do
What will be the President's Place in History
When a Giant Strikes
When I Passed Through the Sacred Portals, He Was Plucking at Three Singing Telephones
When It Comes to This
When Lloyd George Fell
When Mr. Roosevelt Works for a Standard Oil Publication--Will It Be--
When Prof. Todd Tries To Get Mars By Radio
When the Clothes Make the Man
When the Russians Take Warsaw, It Will Be Russianized to Worse Off
Where She Catches Most of the Political Microbes that Undermine her Civic Health
Where the British Respect the Germans and the Germans Respect the British
Which Next?
Who Gets It?
Who Goes There!
Whom Are They Looking For?
Will Anybody Ask Uncle Joe to Defend his Hometown?
Will He Run?
Will Mr. Bryan Enjoy Baltimore as Much as Chicago?
Will She Be His Valentine?
Women Juries for Women Criminals
World Court
World's Disasters
World's Greatest Lecturer Might Settle Weighty State Problems by Direct Appeal
to His Audiences
World's Greatest Traveler
Worries Certainly Hate to Go to a Golf Course
X
X Ray Photograph of the Backbone of Summer

Box 40
Untitled/Undated Cartoons 1-54
1 Account of the meeting recorded by Editor Hearst [primary]
2 The American Doctrine
3 Armistice Day 1918 [2 panels]
4 Bonuses to investors [man with bag of stock dividends, going down chimney
5 Commander of the Army, Commander of the separate Air Force
6 First in war, first in peace, first in the arts of diplomacy [Theodore Roosevelt, 3 panels]
7 First time 1896, second time 1900, third time 1908 [3 panels]
8 Free Silver band
9 Greatest show on Earth all under one tent [McKinley, Bryan]
10 Iowa's favorite sons for any party platform or principle
11 Man chained to bottle [4 panels/acts]
12 Man riding on camel, mountains in background
13 McKinley's letter of acceptance
14 Mr. Morgan in senate investigation
15 National Progressive Party
16 Over-confidence [Theodore Roosevelt?, Hanna]
17 President Wilson [?] and League of Nations speech
18 President Wilson and ? visiting WWI memorial
19 President's annual message [Theodore Roosevelt]
20 Signing of Treaty of Versailles [2 panels]
21 Soldiers sitting around table, drinking [British in India?]
22 South Dakota [Frye, Hanna]
23 Theodore Roosevelt and Grover Cleveland fighting for first place banner
24 Theodore Roosevelt [?] on ship
25 Theodore Roosevelt [?] traveling world
26 Two identical men shaking hands, exchanging "Nomination"
27 Two men standing beside fence
28 Uncle Sam and Mexico shaking hands, Peace watching "European War Clouds"
29 Versailles Treaty, the next war [U.S. soldier standing in graveyard]
30 Wanted! A Leader! [Uncle Sam on steps of Capitol]
31 Woman climbing steps holding "Woman In Politics" flag, top step is White House
32 Internationalism and Nationalism flags in Continental Congress [?]
33 Latest French "NO"te to England
34 Let there be peace! [Uncle Sam]
35 To expedite her dressing, why not introduce fire department methods? [2 panels]
36 And when you've finished this, I'll have some more for you to do [President Wilson?]
37 Life and record of Charles L. Hutchinson; Chicago fire; dust storms of October
38 League of Nations
39 Morning paper returns record vote
40 Harding and Coolidge landslides [Cox/Davis/League of Nations]
41 European diplomatic game [Uncle Sam]
42 Moving panels [6 panels--Office Seekers, Turks, Taxpayers, Chicago Ball Team, Moving Men, Winter]
43 Joke book [4 politicians, man in rocking chair]
44 Atmosphere of Washington weakens a man's backbone
45 Working class [3 panels]
46 Woman in dress, hat with plume
47 What is home without Charles T. Yerkes?
48 Game Law expired September 15
49 Public Indifference
50 Rich man finds happiness [3 panels]
51 Dry panels [5 panels--Millionaire, Unemployed, Senator Mason, Leutgert Trial, Commissioners]
52 Johnny Powers proclamation
53 Uncle Sam panels [Private Contractors, Express Companies, National Banking System, Monroe Doctrine, Private Telegraph Monopoly, Private Railroad]
54 Jobs parodies panels [5 panels--Street-paver, Driver, Dummies, tombstone, Foreman]

Box 41

Untitled/Undated Cartoons 55-109

55 Man at theater [6 panels]
56 Giant man in Congress [?]
57 Trial panels [7 panels--Juror, Lawyer, Bailiff, Defendant, Man, Judge, Woman]
58 Complimentary subway panels [4 panels--Tax Payer, Chicago and London Promoter]
59 Family sitting in front of fireplace
60 Man in suit standing at dinner table
61 Chicago railroad panels [3 panels]
62 Washington railway station
63 Medieval jousting scenes [with Teddy Roosevelt?]
64 City scene with crimes being committed
65 Autumn scene [Winter, Injun Summer, Jack Frost]
66 Young woman sitting with two old women
67 Caterpillar and butterfly [6 panels]
68 Man interviewing women with children [6 panels]
69 Primary polling place [with spirit of George Washington]
70 Four politicians holding protest signs
71 Giant hand [The People] hovering over men [The Machine]
72 Man outside in snow, looking in house at party
73 Cupid with baton [?] walking down aisle in front of bride
74 Men relaxing on ship with cannons during battle [3 panels]
75 Man standing in front of table with Mexican items for sale
76 Legislator and Alderman pulling on policeman
77 Man and woman with suitcase patting other man's shoulder, two women watching
78 Man with umbrella standing in front of waterfall
79 Newsboy showing policeman newspaper with police-related stories
80 Jury [?] sitting in room with law book
81 Arch made of thirteen faces [Capital, Army, Judiciary, Educator, Merchant,
   Manufacturer, Farmer, Miner, Transporter, Press, Legislator, Navy, Labor]
82 Tuley chasing Thornton with injunction
83 Proud older woman walking, slouching younger woman following
84 Urbania Club
85 Tanner walking down aisle, fanned by Jamieson, bowed to by Hertz
86 Please pass the Ship Subsidy Bill
87 England watching Europe from afar, plane brings Europe closer [2 panels]
88 John Coughlin: The Alderman Poet
89 Tanner: The One-Man Show
90 Springfield legislature clubbing Humphrey Bills wolf in Amendments sheep wool
91 Little man standing on tree stump, ribbon tied around leg and held by big man, "busy"
   men running away
92 Gigantic booze ring scandal [4 panels]
93 King Edward: The Friend of Peace
94 Tracy, Platt, Low in bicycle accident, Croker and Van Wyck peddling away
95 Shooting season
96 Ransacked Illinois Legislature room
97 Nick riding GOP elephant, scared by Radical Bloc mouse
98 Christmas shoppers in boats outside of New York
99 Business Conditions drinking Tax Reduction Tonic
100 What are you going to do about it? [higher taxes, high street-car fare, dirty streets,
   rich man smoking cigar, crowded schools, bigger gas bills, impure water]
101 Doctor giving injections [3 panels]
102 Mayor Harrison breaking up General Electric Lunch picnic
103 Tribune drinking Circulation Froth in medieval banquet hall
104 Farming scenes [3 panels]
105 Protection for American Wool under the Dingley Law
106 Ragged men walking into church, hats in hands
107 Uncharitable rich man alone at Christmas [6 panels]
108 Gage, Business Prophet
109 Short man on table giving boring speech, giving exciting speech [2 panels]

Box 42

Untitled/Undated Cartoons 110-160

110 Christmas dinner--family seated at table, Christmas tree in background, servants bringing meal

111 Young man seated at table, sketching picture

112 Man with pipe seated, foot against radiator, looking out window [Dawson '07 Fortune Hunter] (2)

113 Young man in office trying to stop older man with hat, moustache, cigarette from walking away

114 Young man asleep on park bench

115 Older man seated at desk with moustache, cigar, glasses; another man walking out door

116 Woman with children standing at fence, watching mail cart come [Dawson '11, Fortune Hunter, Rural Free Delivery]

117 Mail delivery man holding out postcard, child and woman running toward him [Dawson '11, Fortune Hunter, "Charley's got a job, Mrs. Dawson!"]

118 Man at diner counter, drinking coffee, reading letter that starts "Dear Son"

119 Man lounging in chair, smoking pipe, drawing or writing letter

120 badly drawn figures [6 panels--financial district, looking for a job, bank account, nervous prostration, suspicious looking character, before and after getting job]

121 Four men lounging around room, one with pipe, one with hat; one man standing against desk

122 Worried young man standing at desk, older man with moustache and glasses sitting

123 Older man with glasses, cigarette, gesturing toward young man in conversation

124 Young man in rocking chair, imagining mother [?] cooking, children and dog watching her

125 Young man with pipe sitting at desk, older man wearing coat and hat sitting on desk

126 Man on sidewalk coaxing stray dog toward him

127 Waiter in restaurant running/calling after man holding hat

128 Man sitting in rail car [?] with suitcase, feet propped up

129 Man sitting in rocking chair in living room with admiring family around him

130 Man sitting at dinner table with family, looking sick/sad, mother pouring drink

131 Man with suitcase in crowd at train station

132 Man standing at bookcase, worried/thinking

133 Two men watching man working at desk

134 Empty chair, desk with mail on it

135 woman with veil waiting at station; man standing at secretary/reception desk

136 Man with coat, hat, cigarette sitting on desk, holding up letter

137 Young man at desk reading letter, older man watching

138 Young man in office greeting woman with hat, lots of people watching

139 Young man, woman with hat, older man seated at table

140 Man and woman in coats, hats, walking down street

141 Two men sitting on park bench with heads bowed

142 Two men talking, older man with glasses standing and pointing at other man

143 Man sitting in rocking chair imagining couple at fence in moonlit scene
144 Man sitting on steps, shadow of couple on sidewalk
145 Excited man holding up letter, newspapers all around him
146 Man with hat walking through gate into garden
147 Couple sitting in chairs in garden, holding hands
148 Bryan straddling Populist and Democratic platforms, holding Watson and Sewall
149 Circus scene [George Ade running movies] [2]
150 Dole of Hawaii, Japan, Salisbury and Sherman playing poker
151 Theodore Roosevelt painting himself in a series of portraits, the last one "Editor"
152 Jones bowing to Hanna [?], assistants carrying "Heavy Arguments" and WJB's hammer
153 Large man balancing on Gold Standard Plank of Republican Platform
154 Young man walking out of door with suitcase and diploma, mother and young girl looking sad
155 Theodore Roosevelt kicking door of Cabinet Room open
156 Large man with baton reprimanding Croker, Mark crying
157 Uncle Sam: "They used to call me 'brother' and 'savior' when I was helping them." [Europeans]
158 Hazelden Farm scene
159 Uncle Sam with his arm around man holding the Monroe Doctrine, standing on the Western Hemisphere
160 Citizen mediating between Street R.R. Manager and Street R.R. Employee [Employee]

Unnumbered “In Indiana, a Bill to Prohibit the Use of French on Menus” [sketches of strange state laws] (by Triggs)
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